Epoxy Putty, "green stuff," gap filler – all these names refer to the same thing. Whatever you
want to call it, this substance is an essential part of the hobby. From filling gaps to sculpting
completely new arms, putty has a myriad of uses. However, to a majority of the folks out there
(we get a lot of questions about it in the Black Gobbo inbox), epoxy putty is a big mystery. This
confusion is certainly understandable!

I know when I first started working with green stuff, I had a ton of questions. I also made a pile of
mistakes and several really bad conversions. Since then, I've picked up a few things here and
there that everyone might benefit from. I'm no professional sculptor, but these tips are definitely
things I would have liked to know before I started out. In order to help all of you fledgling
sculptors, I've compiled a list of essential putty techniques below. Once you've absorbed these
fundamental basics, move on and check out the simple sculpting projects. Before you know it,
you'll be building and modifying models like a veteran.

MIXING PUTTY: It seems like a no brainer, but I've definitely seen some poorly mixed putty in my day. A bad mix is just plain bad news. The goal here is to mix
both colors in even amounts without mixing foreign objects, like sand particles, into the putty. Of course, there are instances where you may want to alter the mix a
bit to extend (more yellow) or accelerate (more blue) the putty's drying time. Oh, one more thing: some people find that green stuff irritates their skin, and they use
latex gloves as a result.

Cut off an approximate amount of putty with a hobby knife. Employing a knife ensures a proper
50/50 mix.

Use both hands to twist and knead the putty effectively.

Wet your fingers a bit in order to keep the putty from sticking to your fingers as you mix it.

After about a minute of mixing, your green stuff is all set.
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PUTTY AND WATER: I really can't stress the importance of water enough when working with green stuff. Keep a small dish of H 0 handy whenever you work with
green stuff. Water helps keep your sculpting tool from sticking to the putty and thus ruining whatever it is that you're working on. Also, water is necessary to smooth
out any rough spots or fingerprints that mar a particular area.

Let's just say you want to add putty to this leg socket for a future conversion idea.

Wet your finger and then run it over the area repeatedly.

Once you've applied the putty and shaped it to fit, you'll probably notice all the yucky
fingerprints.

Note how all the ridges and such have been eliminated.

VARIOUS TOOLS: Having the right tool for the job certainly applies when working with putty. Though the basic sculpting tool is quite a useful hunk of metal, there
are times when a specially shaped tool can make or break a project. There's a huge array of picks, blades, and scoops out there if you look around. However,
simple objects you see everyday are often quite useful. Stuff like pins, paper clips, a 20-mm base, clippers, or a strange-shaped rock can be used to complete a
specific task.

A samplin' of the tools I regularly use when sculpting.

FILLING GAPS: The ugly truth about assembling any multiple-piece model is that gaps are impossible to avoid. Occasionally, a piece will fit in such a way that a
massive gap results. This gap is a bad thing, especially if you plan on devoting a chunk of time to painting the model nicely. In these situations, you're going to have
to fill that gap with some putty. This process really isn't all that tough. Just take your time.

This gap is going to show after you paint the model.

Roll a very small line of putty to fill the gap.

Carefully lay the putty along the gap.

Jam the putty into the gap with the sculpting tool.

Go back and scrape off excess putty.

Smooth the area with your finger and some water.

This gap has been filled nicely.

THE NO-STICK METHOD: Water is a key element in making sure your sculpting tool does not get stuck in the putty as you work. However, there are times when
you'll need to work on a piece of putty in a manner where it has to lay flat on a surface while you work. When it comes time to pull the putty up, you may find that it
has permanently bonded to your table, desk, book, or whatever it was you were working on. To ensure that your creation does not stick, employ a thick plastic bag
(like the ones we use to ship bitz to customers like you) or some wax paper.

Water and a plastic bag will make your life easier.

Apply some water to the surface area.

Slap a bit of putty down and flatten it out.

Sculpt or cut the putty as you please.

Wait until the putty hardens a bit – then carefully peel it off.

A freed piece of flattened putty, ready for use

BUILDING ARMATURES: Just as our skeletal system supports our fleshy bodies, armatures can form a basic support structure under sculpted putty. If you are
sculpting an arm, leg, or tentacle from scratch, it is a good idea to build an armature before any actual sculpting takes place. You can make armatures out of
anything. Paper clips are good for appendages, while hunks of wood, rocks, moldable wire mesh (found at art stores), and foamcore are better suited for adding
bulk to larger projects. Here's how to build a simple armature for tentacles.

Drill holes for the armature. Make sure these holes are large enough to accommodate your
armature material.

Shape the armature with a pair of pliers. This structure will be the basic shape for the putty.

Clip off your armature.

Glue the armature into place.

The finished armature awaits some putty.

CUTTING PUTTY: Some people only think of putty in terms of sculpting it when it is still malleable. However, once putty has hardened, it can be cut and drilled like
wood – just watch your fingers. You can carefully cut putty into small slivers, perfect cubes, rectangles, and all sorts of shapes. So don't toss out any excess putty.
Let it harden and then think of uses for it down the line.

A hunk of hardened putty may seem useless, but it isn't!

Try cutting it up or gouging letters and sigils into it.

Here's a bunch of cut-up putty that'll be used to dress up a model's base as some
cobblestones.

FILING PUTTY: Much like cutting up putty after it's dried, filing putty should have a place in your skill set. By combining cutting and filing techniques, you can make
your own bolters, armor plates, and shields! Filing putty is also useful when filling gaps, as it may be necessary to blend the putty into a gap seamlessly.

This rounded putty end is about to be filed.

After a bit of work, the previously rounded tip is now flat.

Experiment and try out new shapes!

LONG HAIR: Sometimes a head-swap conversion might necessitate a bit of hair transplant. Other times, you might just want to add a long, shaggy mane to a
model. Whatever the reason, it's good to know that sculpting hair is a breeze after some practice. For this example, we'll add a bunch of hair to a crazed Flagellant
to make him look even crazier.

Nope, this guy's hair isn't long enough. It just won't do!

Roll a few small lines of putty.

Place these rolls onto the model where you want hair. Yes, it looks like a bunch dreadlocks
right now, but not for long.

With the blade end of a sculpting tool, press into the putty in one direction to create the flow of
hair.

Now, use a hobby knife to create fine lines of hair. You can even separate a few ends for a
more realistic look.

The Flagellant has been transformed into a proper, long-haired lunatic. You could do the same
with his beard!

FUNGUS, BOILS, AND SORES: Sculpting strange fungal growths, boils, and sores is fun and easy. Half the time, it's just a matter of going with the flow and trying
out some strange techniques with various tools and objects. However, layering putty is an important step for these additions, so pile it on. If you are a Nurgle player
(guilty as charged), then these sculptures are going to become your bread and butter. Here, we'll add some crud to the head of an archive Great Unclean One
instead of the horns it normally bears.

Horns are no fun – let's make a pile of pus and goo instead.

Add a long blob of putty.

Drop another hunk of putty on top of the first one.

Stick on two more little blobs – this process is "layering."

Blend the bottom of the sore into the head.

Use a pin to create gross pores of various sizes.

I think I'm going be sick.

Create ridges with the blade end of a sculpting tool.

Refine the ridges with a hobby knife.

Yeah, I'm definitely going to be sick.

EASY CHAIN MAIL: Extending a coat of chain mail or reconstructing an armored arm you've converted is not that hard to do because chain mail is simple stuff to
make. The process involves either randomly jabbing at putty with a pin or carefully making rows of rings with a pin. Here, we'll transform a boring old rag on a
Plaguemarine into a tabard of chain mail.

This rag just ain't doin' it for me.

Add a small blob of putty to the tabard.

Press the blob to fit the surface area of the tabard.

Flatten the putty and trim any that overlaps the edges.

The putty is now all set for chain-mail action.

Dig up a pin with a small point.

Jab at the putty from directly above with the pin.

The tabard is nearly done.

With the tip of your sculpting tool, jab at the putty again.

By using two sized "jabbers," the putty looks like chain mail

PURITY SEALS: There are a few plastic purity seal bitz out there, but not too many. Besides, purity seals are simple enough to make out of putty and paper, and
they look just fine. With this technique, you can create a fanatical Space Marine Veteran who is absolutely decked out in purity seals. The purity seals shown here
were completed before priming for demonstration purposes. You may want to make them separately, paint them, and then glue the purity seals onto your models.

Start with a tiny ball of putty, and I mean tiny.

Place the putty on plastic and flatten them with a base.

Your seals are now ready for their indentation.

Grab a pin vise bit or similarly small cylinder.

Wet the bit and push it into the seals on the plastic sheet.

They might not be perfectly round, but hey, it won't matter.

Let the putty cure a bit and cut up some thin paper strips.

Wrinkle the paper strips and glue them in place.

Peel your seals from the plastic bag.

Glue the seals on top of the paper strips.

That's one dedicated Space Marine, but he could certainly do better. Time to make 30 more!

ADDING FUR: Much like hair, fur is pretty easy to do and has plenty of practical uses. It's really just an exercise in mashing putty around until it looks like fur. I
know that sounds stupid, but it's the truth! Here, we'll fill a gap and add some fur to a Chaos Hound. Note: The blob of green putty visible underneath the Hound
was used to prop up the model for photographic purposes. However, I somehow forgot it was there despite it being glaringly visible in every picture. Please ignore
it!

With the rear leg finished, it's time to fill that arm gap.

Lay a blob of putty over the area that is to become fur.

Create grooves with the blade end of a sculpting tool.

Sculpt the fur so that it matches the surrounding fur.

Make sure the fur adheres to the shape of the body.

Add fine detail with a hobby knife.

Behold: fur and gap taken care of in one fell swoop.

POUCHES AND BAGS: Little details like pouches and ammo bags can be added to just about any model. They also add a bit of a personal touch. Once you
complete a few, you may find yourself unable to stop adding such items to every one of your models. Here, we take a Flagellant and add several belt pouches.

Roll a small ball of putty between your fingers.

Press the putty to the waistline of the model.

Here's a close up to show the placement of the putty.

Add a few well-placed wrinkles to the top of the pouch.

That's about it – one pouch complete.

The top of these pouches poke out from under the rope.

BANDAGES AND WRAPPINGS: This type of putty work can be used for tons of stuff. An injured fighter in Mordheim can be given a head bandage, and weapons
can be wrapped with camouflage, to name but a few uses. This project hardly involves any real sculpting – it's mostly just simple putty work.

Roll a long and very thin line of putty on a plastic bag.

Thick wraps use a thick line of putty. Otherwise, keep it thin.

Wet a base to be used as a press.

Press the putty flat with the base.

The left half has been flattened.

Let the putty cure a bit and then peel it from the plastic.

Here's the amputated leg of some unfortunate dude.

Wrap the putty around the area you want bandaged.

There ya' go, buddy! Right as rain!

If you want to texture the bandage a bit, go right ahead.

A few fine lines make the bandages look tattered.

SIMPLE TENTACLES: Tentacles are a staple for the Chaos player. You can wrap a tentacle around a new weapon or just have six or so sprouting from the side of
a Champion. Any way you use them, tentacles add that special touch to units of Chaos Warriors and their kin. Here, we'll add three tentacles to a Chaos Hound.
How to make the paper clip armature shown in the first picture can be found here.

The armature is dry and ready for some putty.

The rough shape of things to come. I'll briefly show you a few different tentacle tricks. Try one,
none, or all of 'em!

Wrap putty around each of the armatures.

You can make smooth tentacles by rubbing your finger over the appendage with water
repeatedly.

See, nice and smooth.

A rougher, more fleshy tentacle requires a sculpting tool.

Random jabs with a sculpting tool do the trick nicely.

Elongate a tentacle with your fingers.

Add a tiny curve to the end of thin tentacles.

Simple patterns can be made with your sculpting tool.

A few lines of well placed dots created this effect.

Who needs a hind leg when you have three tentacles!

Fire is just one of many ways to add a bit of coolness...er...hotness to your models and scenery projects. This addition could take the form of a flamer burst from a
Guardsman, a terrain piece with a burning roof, flames from a wizard's fingertips, or a gout of deadly dragon's breath. Though it may seem like modeling fire would
be difficult or require loads of time, the reality is much different. It's pretty simple once you learn the technique.

Rob Hawkins, a member of the US Hobby Team, is an expert modeler, talented painter, and experienced general. You've certainly seen his work somewhere if
you've visited this web site or picked up White Dwarf. Well, it turns out that he is a pyromaniac of sorts – not in a harmful manner, of course! No, Rob enjoys
MODELING fire rather than the real thing. Thus, he has several neat methods for creating this effect. We here at BG managed to pin him down and pry some tips
from his brain for the good of hobbyists everywhere. Select an item from the links below, and you'll soon become a keeper of the flame!

PUTTY AND FLAME EFFECTS: Putty is the main method Rob uses to create fire. It only took him 5 minutes to sculpt the flaming skull below, and all he used
were a pair of clippers and a hobby knife (watch your fingers)!

Check out the images below to see the process and then give sculpting flames a try. After a few attempts, it'll come easily. Once you get the basics of the putty
technique for flames, you can try your hand at more elaborate projects like the ones featured at the bottom of this page.

Shape a small amount of putty with clippers.

Then, jab the putty with a hobby knife.

Flame on!

The flames on this heavy flamer depend on a paperclip understructure to maintain their shape.

A simple flaming sword conversion.

Fire makes this scenery element even better.

TOPKNOTS ON FIRE: When Rob needs a bit of fire in a hurry, he looks to the clump of hair follicles known as the topknot. This page illustrates how plastic
topknots simulate flame quite well, and the conversion is very simple. All you really have to do is find some topknots and glue 'em in place. They are also a great
foundation for a larger flame – just add some putty! You can find topknot bitz on Warhammer Orc, Goblin, and 40K Ork sprues. Some horses' tails work well, too.

As simple plastic topknot at the end of this warpfire thrower makes for a rad conversion.

PLASTICARD AND FLAMES: If you don't trust yourself with putty or sculpting just isn't "your thang," try plasticard instead. As you can see below, a tiny piece of
plasticard cut properly can go a long way. If you don't know what plasticard is, then head here for more info on plasticard.

A tiny bit of plasticard makes this Bretonnian archer's arrow look a bit more potent.

SMOKE MARKERS: Smoke markers aren't exactly flames, but they are certainly related to fire. Smoke markers are great for marking destroyed tanks, keeping
track of how a fire is progressing though an Empire Coaching Inn, and a myriad of other uses. It's a good thing then that smoke markers are a snap to make.
Below, you'll see how aluminum foil and steel wool can be used to simulate smoke on the tabletop. In addition to these easy-to-find materials, all you really need
are some super glue and some spray paint!

40-mm round bases with just aluminum foil, aluminum foil and steel wool, and just steel wool.

Paint any of the three markers above with layers of spray paint to acheive a color gradient.

PAINTING FIRE: There are many ways to paint flames. Heck, which primer you use (Skull White or Chaos Black) is often debated. If you have a technique that
works, stick with it. If not, we asked Rob how he went about painting his flame-ridden army so you can get some ideas for your own painting projects. It turns out
that he starts off with Skull White in order to get a brighter finish. Below, check out the progression Rob uses for his flame scheme. Most of this paint work is done
with rapid drybrushes, so the going is quick and easy. However, towards the final steps, you'll have to put the drybrush down and paint a bit more neatly so as not
to obscure your deeper shades of orange.

1:Skull White Undercoat > 2:Blazing Orange > 3:Fiery Orange > 4:Golden Yellow > 5:Sunburst Yellow

GALLERY OF FLAME EFFECTS: In order to help you branch out and appreciate the many uses of modeled flame, we've put together this small gallery. Along
with a few more of Rob's sizzling creations, you'll also find some other folks' work for variety.

Victoria Lamb's Seraphim
Putty Flame Duel

Jarett Lee's Salamander
Putty Flamer Blast

Dave Taylor's Guardsman
Putty Flame Pilot Light

A sampling of putty work from Rob Hawkins's Vampire Counts army. Nearly every unit is on fire somehow!

Tim Lison's Champion
Plastic Top Knot Flames

